WHO ARE WE ?

Lit society is a writing club founded
by a Zimbabwean IB2 , Kerry-Ann
Moyo, after hearing Richard Rathwell
a well-known author of the book The
Bush and Jump the Devil . Mr
Rathwell mentioned the importance
of how a group had contributed to
perfecting and maturing his
writing .The group serves the
function of giving feedback ,helping
you refine technique and the overall
quality of your writing. This idea
manifested into what used to be
called the Kamhlaba Potato Peel
Literary Society ,and is now called
Lit Society.
-The Club is open to all
members of the community ,staff
included :We meet Fridays 4:10-5
pm in the A1 classroom
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We are all a different kind, we are all …

MISCELLANEOUS

THE DEATH OF A YOUNG BLACK WOMAN.
The death of a young black woman
Will be unlike anything you've ever seen
All the natural disasters and the magic that unicorn hair could muster
Is lost
To donut glazed hands under a Waffle house roof
The death of a young black woman
Will be when she let's slip the dogs of war
And the spew of ravaging truths hang from her lips crying out
me too
Watch
As she lights the stage on fire
When she shrivels up like a raisin in sun
from cinders she will slip out of stained glass sins
At the stroke of midnight
The death of a young black woman
Is in hands bigger than her own
For her heart
Is bigger that her hands
The death of a young black women
Will not go down in history because
Young black women only go up
As the caged bird is set free
A phoenix from the depths of the seas
I seek
To be
Honestly
The birth of young is in
the clock of old
The death of black is in
the light, a tone
The life of woman is in
The woe of man
A bone

atone the man who split a bone
for the birth of a young black woman
atone the snake that fed the apple that grew its roots
into the corpse of a young black woman

-Nadia Kusiima Form 5

BREATHLESS
The cold breeze from the lake invades my skin
It grasps my eyelids
And pierces the cloud within
It starts off with only a few drops
Then with every shiver, my cheeks become flood plains
The rapid flow washes me downstream towards the lake
Then with one more swish my feet lose contact with the ground
Just as I had done with myself
And for once, they are free from the pricking thorns of the earth
But I'm not
My throat is fighting for it's life
For mine
For it to sink to the bottom
And boomerang to the surface
Breathless
Stiff
Gone

-Matlala Sefale IB1

Flower Petal
You... were swimming in blue.
Swimming, swimming so true.
You were carried along.
You carried a song.
You were excited, willing to learn.
Your heart in light and willing to earn
You smiled on all kinds of days.
You spread your smiles in so many ways.
You were not selfish, you loved your name
Gentle and golden, you often felt shame.
They always thought you would be the same.
You always sought to evolve, but you never changed
Soft and delicate, but fought the storm.
Left in the rain but you kept warm.
You never knew the meaning of love
You didn't care because living was enough.
You were never metal, life did you wrong.
My dear flower petal, life made you strong..
My dear flower petal, you were raised in rage.
Now you carry your weary soul in cage.
They take it from you, and curse it.
You carried it to the fire and he burned it.
You... were drowning in blue.
Now... drowning, drowning in truth.
Reality took you on a truthful journey
It woke your heart, too bright, too early.
You were bright eyes and bushy tailed.

But now you are dark eyed, oh so frail.
You were carried for so long.
Now you've been dropped, by the happiest song.
My dear flower petal...
You are so nostalgic, yet you hate your past.
Reminiscent, you always thought laughter would last.
You're feeling sour, in memories so bitter sweet.
You're feeling so dispowered, the truth is concrete.
You weren't invited, you'll be quick to learn
There's nothing left but pain to earn.
My dear flower petal...
You carried with you the best of friends
And in those the best in any friend
To the end, he'll be at your side
There's too much to mend, but he will try.
To bring back the smiles that went with the days.
You wasted them in so many ways.
Your mind has never seen a better place.
Your conscience never made a such a face.
You found poetry within your dreams
A novelist of all you've never been
The sandpit, is where you've thrown your name.
You chased them out, such little shame.
My dear flower petal...
Those innocent years are gone
Now it feels like you've been living wrong.
So distant from your heart, the end so very near.
So distant from the world, you were never here.
Everyone's moved on, nothing's the same.
You've always known it, but you feel changed.
My dear flower petal, that was five months ago.
57 hours pass, and still you can't let go.
Release yourself, free from the darkest chains.
Breathe this madness away, get out of the rain.
No longer can you fight the storm.
You're alone, cold, he'll never be there to keep you warm.

Please...
Take my hand, don't fade from view.
Forget him, make yourself fresh and new.
Happily is a fantasy, that will never be true.
Accept it, you were happier when you weren't you.
Now that you know the meaning of love,
You fear that there's simply not enough...
For you... my dear flower petal.
You live, you breathe, you can't wait to die.
You're late to see that it's too late to fly.
Where did you go, how far away?
To where we don't know? Wallow in the grey.
You find and break your heart, on every precipice.
They haunt you, you feel it in your bones in all the crevices.
My dear flower petal, you're colors are fading.
My dear flower petal, you're the only one waiting.
To fall from this dying bloom
Into yet more, and more gloom.
You tear, and a tear, you can cry again
You’re bare, a dear crystal not like them.
My dear flower petal, you barely knew happy things.
My dear flower petal, you've never seen a happier spring.
My dear flower petal, all that's happened is wrong.
My dear flower petal, cry, because Happiness can never make you strong.
All that is good, ends with crime
All the pain, the torture ends with nine.
And now poetry ends with a rhyme, don't fear, for soon...
Happiness Dies With Time.
For Happiness.

-Massimo Shongwe From 5

PROLOGUE
Just me, Just you — Just us
I never knew why I was such a sucker for romance, a hopeless dweller in the fairytale
pretense of what media and films projected — yet every time I would find myself plunging
head first into the traps I warned myself of, the land mines my heart would carelessly tiptoe
upon. I have always had this longing desire to be unified with another individual . I could
never numb the pressure to beloved, to be liked — to be of interest to someone who was
curious enough to imagine an idealistic world, where there was more to what they saw on
the surface. Still, lingering in blurry peripheral glimpse of my heart’s desires — I would
dream of a tall exotic soul wrapped in the most unexpected story. Somewhere in the
untouched labyrinth, intricately woven into God’s psalm was a story yet to be told -the
greatest epiphany. There are multiple versions of how this story goes and I will try to tell
them all in their entirety. The first version begins with a quirky tall slim thick girl, a chestnut
shade of brown unevenly stretched over the frame of her body .Her eyes, a dazzling galaxy
dipped in subtle shades of brown and her eyelashes long , gracefully reaching for the sky
as tears glided down her face and onto her overcrowded dorm room desk. She was
accompanied with a bubbling personality that strategically over-showered the insecurities
that consumed her existence. The receding hairline that vaguely outlined the self-imposed
fallacy of her unattractive appearance, lay quietly -silenced by the kinky synthetic coils that
covered it. She hated her skin accusing it of repelling any potential suiters. But these
thoughts were scars she kept concealed behind the doors of her dorm room and hidden
in the chambers of her poor self image. She was good at this-,the hiding and you would
never know from her bursts of energy and a smile tattooed meticulously across her face.
Her name was Mary-Jean, but Jean was what the world knew her buy. The element that
really brought these two together was their passion and love for God and how much they
really didn’t know about the God they actually didn’t love but learned to with every fiber
of their being . It’s funny how you think you know someone until you realize you really
don’t know them at all. Two insignificant people, who become pieces that would soon
finish a very significant puzzle. I love how God does that — he takes what we think is going

nowhere and He ends up taking us places we didn’t think existed -places like Liam
Ashbury at Mockingjay’s Coffee shop, round about and noon with a vanilla cappuccino
splattered destructively all over his denim jacket and vintage hoodie.
Liam. The pastor’s son who was fatally pursued but religiously declined every suiters’
advancements —from the praise and worship team, to the faithful young adult attendees.
This all left his parents perplexed with his perceived close mind and unrealistic excuse, that
came with every refusal to attend the prearranged dinners, lunches and coincidental
meetings his parents and friends occasionally scheduled. “I‘ll know when I see her,“ he
always said. This was his uncompromising motto. He too had skeletons in the closet- one in
particular was characterized by an unexplainable speak of imperfection in his eyes. The
older he became the harder it was for him to live a normal life or at least pretend to, and
now at the age of 23 his toughest battle was being at peace the warm darkness that
permanently encroached on the beautiful life God had created for everyone around him. A
life he had not been permitted to see. Not many people knew Liam’s disability, with most
people their eyes gave it away but Liam was a special case- his eyes revealed no
abnormality besides the hurt and pain that pigmented them .At the age of 18 he lost his
sight and doctors couldn’t figure out why , the truth however-just between you and I -Liam
had lost sight of what was important long before his world became a series of shadows .

-Kerry-Ann Moyo IB2

A PLAY
Context:
This play centers around one-character driving across the country
in the middle of the night. The character’s name is Michael.

Michael interacts with three other characters through individual
phone calls. These characters are Donald, Wilona and Mother.
We never see these other three characters. Only their voices will
be heard through the phone.
It is the writer’s intention that there is one voice for every
character that speaks to (Michael) on the phone. The actor will be
off stage. The actor will aim to portray the (robotic voice) as well.
This is a reference to a psychiatric disorder called the Fregoli
delusion.

HOME
by Khanya Mnisi Form 5
The stage is dark. Whilst in this darkness a voice can be heard in the background. This is
the voice of Vanessa.
Vanessa: You know what Michael...screw you! Just screw you! After everything, we have
gone through; you just find it appropriate to walk out on me. You friendless, joblessVanessa’s voice is suddenly cut off. A car engine then roars to life. The stage lights go on.
We see Michael sitting at the driver’s seat. His phone in hand. He looks stoically at his
phone for a few seconds. Then drops it onto the passenger seat. He turns his eyes to the
open road before him and he drives off. He drives in complete silence. (In the actors own
time) He slams on the steering wheel with pure anger. (In the actor’s time) He stops. He
inhales and exhales loudly. All through this he holds his driving precision. His phone
unexpectedly rings. Michael reaches out to it. The number is unfamiliar to him but he
accepts the call and puts it on speaker. The Caller is Donald (Also referred to as Uncle
Donald.)
Michael: (uncertainty in his voice) Hello?
Donald: Oh, thank goodness. I finally got the right number. I’veMichael: I am so sorry. May I ask whom I’m speaking too?
Donald: Michael it’s me. Uncle Donald.
Michael: Uncle Donald?
Donald: Oh right, I forgot you have the uhmmm. What’s it called again? The Fregoli
something, something...But anyways I think we should call that lunch.
Michael: (Wide-eyed realization) Uncle Donald. Of Course. Yeah sorry about that. Yes,
you were right it’s the Fregoli Delusion.
Donald: Remind me how it works exactly.

Micheal: ...So Basically my mind believes that everyone around me is the exact same
person with the same voice and face.
Donald: ...Yikes! That does not sound fun.
Michael: (Chuckles) You get used to it. Do you still hold those board meetings with my
cousins?
Donald: (proudly) Of course. When I arrived with Cindy and all the other kids we had a
meeting on the importance of jelly beans.”
Michael chuckles again. His mood evidently lightening.
Donald: So how are things?
Michael: Uhmm...I’ll be fine at some point I guess. With my dad and everything.
Donald: (solemn) He was a better man than me Michael. We all miss him. Oh is...Vanessa
coming?
Michael: (stern) NO!
Brief silence.
Donald: Oh. Ok.
Michael: Sorry, sorry I didn’t mean to be so brash...how are things back home?
Donal: Oh, no it’s no worries. Uhmm...Things are bit dreary as one might expect. Oh, that
actually reminds me. I was calling to confirm if you would be able to pick up Richard on
your way to the church.
Michael: (Sudden realization) Oh Wow, thanks for the reminder. Yeah, I’ll pick him up first
thing in the morning.
Donald: Perfect. Thanks Michael. It’s good to hear from you...I know how you’ve been
feeling about the family. Your mother explained the whole story. I get it. I felt a bit like an
outcast when I joined the family so your notMichael: Uncle Don it’s been nice to hear your voice too. Don’t worry...I’ll be fine. See
you at tomorrow’s service.
Donald: All right. Oh maybe we could have a celebratory board meeting after the burial.
Michael: yeah. Why not
Donald: (ecstatic) Yes. See you soon Michael.
Michael: See you.
Michael ends the call. He takes a take away coffee cup out from the cup holder and
takes a sip. He then tries to find a radio station.
Weather Host: Tomorrows weather is predicted atNews host: tragedy overwhelms the coast ofAll other stations are static. He turns off the radio and continues driving in silence. The
silence is punctured by another phone call. Michael reluctantly answers the call.
Michael: (silent sigh) Hello.

Wilona: (cranky) Where are you?
Michael: (Sarcasm) I’m currently stationed on planet earth.
Wilona: Are you seriously making jokes right now?
Michael: I’ve missed you too.
Wilona: You cannot still be acting like a child. Even after running away with what’s her
faceMichael: ...Vanessa.
Wilona: Right (sighs with disgust).
Michael: We broke up if that is of interest to you.
Wilona: (joyful) Oh thank God. I never liked her.
Michael: (Sarcasm) I had not noticed.
Wilona chuckles briefly.
Michael: I’m glad my failed relationship gives you such joy.
Wilona: No sorry. Uncle Donald just sent me a message about how the two of you are
going to have a board meeting.
Michael smiles at that.
Wilona: No but really Michael, are you ok. With the break up, I mean.
Michael: Yeah. I...
Michael trails off and gets lost in his thoughts.
Wilona: Michael.

Michael: (blinks rapidly, as if waking up) Yeah.
Wilona: (softly) You still there.
Michael: Yeah, yeah I’m...I’m here. Sorry my mind trailed off there.
Wilona: Michael maybe you should stop at a motel or something.
Michael: I’ll be fine.
Wilona: Do you need to talk to someone. Are you sureMichael: (irritated) I’M FINE!
Wilona: What is your deal? Why are you shouting?
Michael laughs with a sense of mockery.
Winona: Im not joking Michael! I’m trying to talk to you yetMichael: let me just stop you right there. First, you practically had a self-contained New
Year’s Eve celebration over my break up with the only woman that I can whole-heartedly
say that I loved! Secondly, you then continue to remind me whilst I’m driving late at night,
half-awake, trying to make it on time to my father’s funeral! On top of all of this, you
Wilona, after a year of no communication, continue to remain completely oblivious to the
fact that I’m in pain. Reminding me exactly why I left!
Silence.
Winona: ...Michael IMichael hangs up the phone. He decides to pull over to the side of the road. He turns off
the car engine. He has a rough and gesticulated outburst of rage whilst in the car. He
screams in frustration. (The actor is free to stop in his own time) he slowly ceases in his rage.
Once he stops. Michael then reaches out to his phone. This time he scrolls through his
contacts and selects his mother’s phone number. The phone rings for a few seconds and is
then answered.

Michael: Hello?
Michael: Hi mom. It’s Michael.
Mother: (Welling up with sadness) Oh my word. Michael...I... my boy. Where are you are
you all right?
Michael: Yes, I’m fine mom. I’m on my way for the funeral.
Mother begins to cry.
Michael: Mom.
Mother: (Tries to hold her composure) I am so sorry Michael! I am sorry for pushing you
away! Refusing to let you love! (Sniffles) I’m so sorry!
Michael: No, mom please...don’t. You, dad...Wilona. You were all right about Vanessa. I
should have listened to you.
Mother: My boy. (Sniffles) After you left, your father cried himself to sleep every night,
worrying over you.
Michael begins to well up with tears.
Mother: He loved you Michael. He never saw you as anything less than his son.
Michael cries silently.
Mother: Michael.
Michael: (Trying to regain his composure) Yes...Yes I’m here.
Mother: we thought that was why you ran off with that (holds back the word). After you left,
your therapist told us that you felt like an outcast at home. That you would never connect
with anyone with your condition. Yet you connected with her.

Michael: No mom. I never connected with her...I ran away with her because I could hear. I
could hear her voice.
Mother: Wait your delusion did not affect her voice?
Michael: (Sombrely and reminiscent) Her voice wasn’t like everyone else. It was hers.
But...it disappeared over time. She then started to sound and look like everyone else. I had
gotten used to everyone around me having the same voice. The same face. But it then hit
me that I only fell in love with her because of her voice and face. Not her. I wasn’t in love
with her. So, I was then forced to see who she really was. To look deeper inside of her...I
realized how insecure and verbally abusive she was and I just couldn’t take it any longer.
So...we broke up.
Michael is overwhelmed by his emotions.
Mother: I wish we could see each other face to face. This is not a conversation for the
phone.
Michael: (chuckles and wipes away a tear) yeah. I would prefer to see you face to face.
Mother: ...Are you ok though. Will you manage?
Michael: (Thinks deeply)... I’ll get there.
Mother: How long are you planning to stay after the funeral?
Michael: Well I no longer have a place to stay because my girlfriend took the flat and I have
no job to get too. So... A while.
Mother. (Soft chuckle) I’ve missed you Michael. Everyone has. Especially your sister.
Michael: (chuckles) Well I think I may have caused her to think twice.
Mother: What do mean.
Michael: I just got off the phone with her before I called you. Didn’t go so smoothly.

Mother: I’m sure that the two of you will mend your bridge.
Michael: I’m just so tired of her constantly lacking any sense of empathy towards me. As if, I
have no feelings.
Mother: She loves you Michael. I do not think she’ll ever say it aloud, but she does. She
would pray for you day and night. That we would be united as a family one day. When you
called to say you were coming to the funeral, I had never seen her so joyful.
Michael: I find that a bit hard to believe.
Mother: Hey, I am just a messenger.
Michael wipes away the last of his tears.
Michael: I also talked to Uncle Donald. He hopes to have a board meeting with me.
They both laugh.
Michael: Thank you mom.
Mother: I love you my boy.
Michael: (Says it as if it’s his first time) I love you to. See you in the morning.
Michael hangs up the phone. He turns on the cars ignition and begins to drive again. He
scrolls through his contacts as he drives and he calls Wilona. The phone rings. Wilona
answers in less than a second.
Michael & Wilona: Hey ummMichael: Go ahead.
Wilona: Michael I am so sorry. I don’t know why I keep doing that. There’s no excuse for my
behaviour. I’m so sorry for making you feel that wayMichael: (Softly) Wilona. I’m sorry too. I’m sorry for shouting at you and blaming you for my

pain. That was completely unfair of me to do. (Smiles and chuckles) Thank you for the
prayers.
Wilona: (Confused) How...
Wilona gasps with a sense of realization.
Michael & Wilona: Mom!
The two chuckle.
Wilona: ...love you little brother.
Michael: I love you too sis.
Michael hangs up. He then opens up a voice mail. It plays.
Robotic voice: Message from Vanessa; (You know what Michael...screw you. Just screw you.
After everything we’ve gone through you just find it appropriate to walk out on me. No
explanation. Nothing! You friendless, jobless deuce!”) End of message.
Michael speaks into the phone.
Michael: Reply to message; Dear Vanessa. As I sit alone in my car,
thinking about all the pain that you caused me. All the pain that I caused you- everything I
needed you to be or needed you to say. Everything you needed me to say and be. I’ll be
the first to say how sorry I am. I will always remember the love that we had. No matter how
brief it was. I send you this message to tell you how grateful I am for your help. For helping
me learn to look deeper into those around me. For giving me, the push required to unite
with my family and heal old wounds. For helping me learn to forgive those who have
wronged me. For helping me learn to see the inner beauty of people and not feel held
back by my delusion. Wherever you are. Whomever you are with. I send you my love and
best wishes.
Love, Michael; Send.
Robotic voice: Message sent.

Michael scrolls though his contacts again and calls Donald. The phone rings for a few
seconds. Donald then answers.
Donald: Michael? Are you in town already?
Michael: No, I’m still a few K’s from the boarder.
Donald: Oh, all right.
Michael: Hey you remember that board meeting that you wanted to host.
Donald: Of course!
Michael: If it’s ok with you, I would love to have it now.
Donald: (Clears his throat) So! As chairman of this meetingMichael laughs. Michael moves his mouth and mumbles conversation. His mumbling slowly
quietness until he is silent. Michael mimes as if he and Donal are still talking. Music takes
place of the dialogue as the lights dim out, and the curtain closes.
End of play.

RED
My heart is in my throat.

The clock feels static – the dawn cloning the foreign buzzing of
radioactive silence burning through the atmosphere like a
knife…
A knife slicing –
Sifting through flesh
Someone like me should be damned out of this place - the
holy shrine. A cathedral. I deserve to be butchered down into
jagged pieces of wood for the furnaces of hell itself. Then
again, I think the devil and I would get along. We both
appreciate ruinations and would gladly take retribution for it. I
know I know, that’s a little melodramatic but I am who I am.
We’ve both experienced it, the betrayal of the one person we
were devoted to. Our Gods.
I’ve always been too parlous for this transient green earth. Yet
here I am, like an abrasive criminal playing a chameleon.
The longer I sit here the longer this feeling sits with me. It’s an
obtrusive constraint. I know what it means.
I’m going to hell.
The skies outside are crying the type of water that can cleanse
one’s soul. This is a memorial service and a rebirth. A ceremony
celebrating the new life of me but mourning the death of my
intricate lover, his darkness so wide spread…. But let me take
you back. Oh and does this story have history.
Young revolutionaries.
If only we had known.

xxx

I used to feel him around me even when he wasn’t there. I felt
him in the form of random objects strewn across our bedroom
floor or fresh fog lingering on our bathroom mirror. His
presence was around me. It was onto me and all over but… he
wasn’t. I knew his footsteps. The dispersion of his freckles. He
was something bordering the line between matter and mind
and I had never seen anything so hauntingly beautiful. Key
word being ‘hauntingly’ and God did my man haunt me. You
see, marriage can be a tricky thing.
Marriage might just drive you insane.
He had these forest colored eyes. Eyes that housed another
universe in them. He made a twilight of his own and he felt like
silk against my stones. My stone colored eyes. Dead. Not
beautiful. Not out of this world like his. I was nothing like him.
He was something of the stars. And his eyes? His eyes held
another universe in them and I entered this universe the day I
whispered,
“I do.”
I do I do I do but I didn’t. It was supposed to be the happiest
day of my life. So pure. So innocent but in just five years he
held my heart and then he let it go.
What started off as a simple love affair became something
deeper. Something warmer. Something red.
I noticed I was losing my mind when seeing red ceased to faze
me.
Red lipstick.
Red heels.
Red hickies.
Red dresses.
So there I stood. Makeup on, hair curled, tight dress to hold up
my tight body and completely unfazed.

You see, this is how my lover tortured me. He never lay hand
on me but he didn’t have to. My pain festered within me, thick
and syrupy sweet. The poison was in the wound and my
wound refused to heal. It’s sting lasted for years. Years upon
years. Woman after woman.
Deciding to kill him gave my life the purpose it so desperately
needed. It gave me a reason to get out of bed every morning
and look at his red ties and smile as he left to return to his coy
mistress. It gave me the strength to wait for him to come
home, like the good wife I was.

xxx
I will never forget his last words. I don’t think I want to. They
were the last words he uttered before my cherry colored nails
pushed him against the hardwood floor.
The knife had a perfect, straight blade. It slid into him like
warm butter. He made a sound I had never heard before from
the back of his throat as his eyes widened slightly at the feeling
of a knife buried deep inside his gut.
I wanted to hear that sound again.
I plunged into him again, then I pulled it out. Over and over.
Repeat. Repeat. The firm metal pushing through layers of skin.
His blood, thick and damp, dripping like ageing chocolate
against my fingers. Rusty stench and all. His skin; cold yet
brimming with infidelity. Every time I pursued the blade into
him, I could feel something roll over me.
Was it satisfaction? Was it pleasure? Was I enjoying this?
Yes. Yes I was and that scared me more than anything.
I didn’t stop until there was more blood on the floor than in his
body. I couldn’t stop until he rendered to be nothing but meat
on the floor.

Blood spilled from his mouth and his eyes dimmed.
Dead. Just like that.
His lips were finally the same shade of the crimson kisses that
littered his shirts.
I wonder if you can cheat from six feet under the dirt.
Yet still, a part of me wanted him to wake up.
Just so I could look into those forest coloured eyes one more
time –
Gaze into his universe Have him look at me –
… so I could do it all over again.
The blade glistened, indulged by a bourgeoisie marriage. I
was coated in him. Head to toe. Hands, fingers, clothes.
Wedding ring. He was onto me and all over; maybe he always
will be.
Our love morphed into something so much more in the end.
Something so sinister even I can’t begin to explain it for fear is
the path to the dark side. Fear leads to anger. Anger leads to
hatred and hate leads to suffering.
As I poured myself a glass of merlot, I knew he didn’t carry the
burden of suffering. God knew he never would.
“Just like that.” I whispered to myself. “The pain, the love, the
torture and the marriage… gone. Just like that.”

xxx

Humans have sad fate, don’t you think? We think every step
we take is an earthquake and every breath we seep into out
lungs is a revolution but the end of the day, we’re nothing
really.
Death may be bitter but it has a sweet after taste. I would
know. I mourned the death of myself for years but then I
discovered an ideology which changed my life:
Time creates and time destroys.
God forgive me for I have sinned.
Heavenly Father I doubt that man and I were ever supposed to
meet yet still we clashed into each other like predestined stars.
Bright.
Molting.
Toxic.
He stepped into my life and wrecked havoc into my system. He
clashed into me as if my veins were enclosed with liquid gold
and gravity emanated from every tendril of my silhouette. He
loved me until the platinum within his flesh stained my blood
and he began to orbit me like I was the sun. He caused our
spirits to collide and the colossal aftermath was like the
detonation of two perilous cores.
Astronomical bodies.
Beautiful, yet brimmed with disaster. We were a sudden
apocalypse. A phenomenon. A pair of dreamers clad in specks
of diamonds with eyes of angels and smirks infused with
childlike wonder. We were freelancing remains of a disaster
waiting to happen and oh, did that disaster happen.
God forgive me of my innocent sin. I know these stained glass
windows are less tainted than my soul.
Ironic really.
The glass is stained red. The same color of our infinite burning,
our love, our lust, the flames licking at our once pure skin.

Red. Such an ambiguous color. Both love and hate.
Both emotions experienced in extremes.
Maybe he will always be red to me.

-Phoebe Owor Form 5

For Néad,
“Let’s go on a journey,” said the right hand.
“Where to?” replied the left hand.
Wherever we please! Let’s go to the beyond and touch infinite. Let’s go to the unbound and
limited. Let’s shake hands with the cosmos.”
“Can we go to the beach?” asked the left hand.
“Yes! Let’s go to the moon and build castles with the stardust.”
“Can we go to the park?” asked the left hand.
“Yes! Let’s go to the hill tops and ride the leaves into the wind.”
“Can we go home?” asked the left hand.
“Yes! Let’s.” replied the right hand

-Anonymus

Below My Breast
“The things that matter are inside me, locked up
below my breast as though in a grave”- Ayobami
Adebayo, Stay With Me

Then
The heat of the pavement was how we distinguished the
seasons. It was either warm, hot or very hot, dependent on
how fast it would take for our ice lollipops to melt. The first
drop of sugary juice onto the pavement was a ritual for us –
as soon as the drop disappeared we could begin eating our
lollipops, slurping and licking so that the colorful juice left our
hands sticky. School days ended when the sun began slipped
out of the sky and the streets began to quieten. In the silence
it seemed as though everyone was watching when Amina,
Jamila and I began our raucous walk to the complex.
We had all lived in the same apartment block since before
Bibi Shah’s rolls poured over the edges of her sari, before the
walls even had mold. I did not believe that this to be true,
but Ahmed showed me a photo of Bibi with her children, our
Babas and Mamas, pregnant with different babies, in front of
the apartments when the red brick had no vines climbing all
the way from the overgrown fields to the fourth floor.
Things were not complicated when we were together, but
they were not simple. Usually we laid on Amina’s floor and
just talked. Amina liked Brother Ahmed’s friend Kassim and

sometimes they would kiss so she liked talking about how
soft his lips were. Jamila talked the most, she wanted to
move to America to stay with her Sister Khadija, and so she
needed to work hard so she could go to university there. I did
not know where I wanted to go but everyone said it would be
far.
It became strange anticipating all the change because I never
dealt well with it, but I could not prevent it from happening.
As a result, the less meaning I attached to things the less pain
I would feel when they changed. There was nothing in my life
that mattered as much as Kassim to Amina or America to
Jamila. What they cared the most about was out of their
control and I came to the realization that the only thing I can
control is myself. The world we live in is insensitive to
aspirations so I did not see the purpose in hoping.
Between
The absence of happiness in my life was not what lead me to
leave. It was the lack of meaning in everything I did. I worked
in an office, arriving before everyone and leaving afterwards,
and the days were extremely unremarkable. I was living the
life expected of me as the man I married took care of me and
the child. On holidays we traveled and on birthdays we
celebrated.
When I left it was an impulsive decision. The man decided
the child and I should move with him nearer to his new job so
everything in the house was packed in labelled boxes. I
envied their fullness and in that moment the feeling of
impotence felt familiar.
I had gotten used to my sadness and it came in several
forms. However, some feelings are intolerable when they
become familiar.

Now
I breathe in, and as the warm air fills me, the heaviness within
deepens. The city that watched me grow glows in the
distance. I hear the struggling water, throwing then
desperately grasping as it is being pulled back. The navy sky
blurs into the blackness of the water, their blend disrupted by
the glow that I hated to love. The glow I ran from to not feel
trapped but stayed close to not feel alone. When I used to
live there months fell between the days and every moment
that passed meant pieces of me were tugged but never taken
away. I was a fragment that I heard whispered was never part
of a whole.
A small sting in my arm called my palm and was immediately
followed by a similar one behind my neck. As I tried to
simultaneously caress my irritated skin and gather my things
to go inside. I spent my mornings in the water until it ran
from me, afternoons in the sand until it scorched me and
evenings on the porch until the mosquitoes began to bite.
This was how it had been for the past months: long days and
short nights. I was purely living each day without
distinguishing it from the next. Inside was warmly lit. The
ceiling fan whirred causing the light to flicker as the blades
took turns bringing about darkness. As I entered the room I
had been staying in my eyelids became heavy. Sleeping had
always been easy for me so when my head touched the
pillow my thoughts seeped out of my ears and my mind
became clear.
The creaking of doors drew me from my slumber. The breeze
was slight, unable to disturb the leaves outside of my window
yet I heard movements from inside the main area of the
cottage. The sound of sandy footsteps lead me to the
realization that I was not alone. The intruders dispersed

throughout the cottage initially quiet but gradually getting
louder as they sought what lead them here. I gently got up,
creeping into the cupboard as I expected someone’s entry
into the room and almost simultaneously the door was
opened.
I was bothered by the intruders as they disrupted the
loneliness I was accustomed to. Company was now foreign.
Around others there was always something that was wrong or
right but when I was alone things could just be. In a world
where meaning was artificial my envelope of meaningless
living slit open.
A frustrated voice then said, “There is nothing here, let’s go.”
-Zara Simba IB2

MISCELLANEOUS
We are all extraordinary

